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ABSTRACT

In view of the common logistics robot and vehicle is difficult to adapt to the complex and changeable requirements of modern logistics environment, the respective advantages of omni-directional mobile mechanism and robotic arm used in the traditional logistics are combined to design and develop an omni-directional mobile automatic guided logistics platform with a robotic arm. In this research, detailed structure of omni-directional mobile mechanism and the robotic arm for the platform is designed. Software and hardware of federated control system for the operation of omni-directional movement, automatic guiding and action of robotic arm in the platform are built with the PLC and touch screen as the core. Subsequently, the system control logic was explained and the physical prototype was developed. Finally, an experimental study was carried out in logistics engineering laboratory of Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication (BIGC). The research improved the flexibility of logistics transmission equipment, increase the operational efficiency of logistics system and intelligent degree. It has a certain value for the related research for the application field of the mobile robot and logistics equipment field.
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INTRODUCTION

In some cramped space, uneven pavement, and changeable environment, the occasions vehicle change frequently, how to quickly complete the task for logistics vehicles, not only can satisfy the working environment and achieve the objectives, but also can show considerable intelligence, is one of the difficulties in the academic fields widely attended[1]. At present, the Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) applied widely in the field of logistics requires fixed orbit navigation; Realize its motion requires a larger space, and the mobility and degree of intelligence limitations. Therefore, the omni-directional mobile robot's that can move freely and quickly in the narrow, crowded place become one of the hot and difficult designs [2]. Logistics field will likely become an important application in the field of the omni-directional mobile robot. Over the past several decades, domestic and foreign scholars on the omni-directional motion mechanism and omni-directional mobile robot, kinematics modeling and motion control of a lot of research work, and made a lot of research. Siegwart introduced the structure, kinematics and positioning about some classes of the omni-directional mobile robot[3]. CUI discussed the adaptive tracking control of wheeled mobile robots in presence of longitudinal slipping, and presented an algorithm of trajectory control[4]. Parka studied the adaptive neural sliding mode control of nonholonomic wheeled mobile robots with model uncertainty[5]. Hou proposed an adaptive control strategy of an electrically driven nonholonomic mobile robot via backstepping and fuzzy[6]. Howard proposed a model-invariant nature to local and a global motion planning has enabled a rapid and successful application of these techniques to a variety of platforms[7]. Das designed and implemented an adaptive fuzzy logic-based controller for wheeled mobile robots[8]. Wang modeled and analyzed wheeled mobile robots in the condition of skidding and slipping[9]. Gonzalez researched on adaptive control for a mobile robot under slip conditions using an LMI-based approach[10]. Cupertino presented a hierarchical control
strategy in which three different reactive behaviors are fused in a single control law by means of a fuzzy supervisor guaranteeing robot safety and task accomplishment[11]. About robots in logistics, Cosma discussed some issues including the design and integration of mechanical elements, the development of non invasive localization and guidance procedures, the design and control of grasping devices for specific box/storage combinations, and the development of testing, verification and validation procedures satisfying strict pharmaceutical regulations[12]. Li analyzed the feasibility of improving AGV to meet the requirements of field environment and operation standard of substation, and then the design scheme of AGV based robot system used in substation equipment inspection is brought forward[13].

Meanwhile, logistics handling robot is an unmanned automated handling car with non-contact control-oriented devices, based on the battery as a power source, which is widely used in logistics systems to realize cargo transport function[14]. Related technologies have conducted in-depth research and have made significant achievements in domestic and foreign, such as vehicle control, path planning, computer control and principle, systems simulation, information acquisition and processing, navigation, auto-recharge, wireless communications, etc[15-20]. The automatic guided logistics platform with a robotic arm, in the development of this Institute, is drawing on experience already. It adopts PLC and touch screen as the core to achieve joint control of the main body of the platform and the robotic arm, more than, sensing technology was adopted in order to realize the platform motion guidance, location identification, obstacle monitoring and robotic arm driven by material gripper positioning. In harsh industrial environments, PLC and touch screen has obvious advantages than computer control system in the stability and anti-interference, moreover, it has superiority like flexible structure, high quality of data transmission, simple programming, strong and durable and saving space[21]. Combining the use of the touch screen and PLC, simplifies the site operation, and improve the flexibility of the control program and human-computer interface, it makes the system more safe and reliable performance[22]. While, currently using PLC and touch screen on AGV research is always very rare[23].

In this paper, an omni-directional mobile automatic guided logistics platform with robotic arm was developed. It combined omni-directional movement, automatic guidance, materials grabbing. In the following, mechanical structure for the platform, hardware and operation logic was designed, the prototype was developed. Finally, the validity of the study was proved through an experiment.

DESIGN OF MECHANICAL STRUCTURE FOR THE PLATFORM

The overall mechanical structure of platform includes four parts: the main body of the platform, drive unit, robotic arm, and tray gripper, as showed in Fig.1. It can realize omni-directional movement through the suspension drive unit in the bottom of main body. It can grab and put plastic tray with standard size through robotic arm and tray gripper mounted on main body. The function of magnetic navigation sensor is automatic guidance.

The main body of the platform mainly plays a role as supporting, is used to install the driver unit, robotic arm, tray gripper and control unit. Body shell is equipped with touch screen(1), emergency stop button and reset button(2), obstacle sensors(6) and four universal casters(8). In addition, four universal casters are the driven wheel, that ensure the platform can complete the omni-directional mobile body, realize the movement of the vertical and horizontal without turning the platform.

The drive unit is the core of the platform, which has twin driving wheel(20) with different speed. By controlling the speed of two wheel DC drive motor(14), the position and posture of the drive unit can be adjusted, the motion of main body can be transformed. Damping cross(15) connect plate, at the top of the drive unit, accomplishes the adjustment of two driving wheels posture under the condition of invariable main body posture. Atthesametime, damping spring(21) can connect the main body through the body connectting plate(18), which connect the main body and the drive unit to accomplish the directional movement under the condition of unchangeable main body posture. So that the platform can move in the longitudinal and lateral without turning. That saves the working space and time, also simplifies the guide magnetic strip layout.
The robotic arm is arranged on the top of main body, achieves two direction moving of the tray gripper through two sets of slide guide, and that, the third direction position of the tray gripper is controlled by the main body’s motion under the thumb of the landmark sensor. Thus, the tray gripper can move in a three-dimensional space and the location is identified by a proximity sensor to ensure the accuracy of material grasping motion.

Tray gripper uses the structure of screw slide, wherein two sections of the screw (39) are designed to different rotation direction. It is controlled by a stepper motor to achieve two gripper clamping piece (45) backward movement, completes movement of clamping and opening, thus the customary size tray can realize the movements as capture, transfer and placement.

The control unit of the platform is installed in the main body. It is simple so that the structure isn’t analyzed in this paper.

**HARDWARE FRAMEWORK OF THE PLATFORM CONTROL SYSTEM**

Hardware framework of the platform control system includes touch screen, PLC, orientation sensor, landmark sensor, obstacles sensor, motor drive, proximity sensor and electric part, its principle block diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2.
As shown in figure 2, touch screen and PLC is the control core of the platform, which can control the DC drive motor of the main body and stepper drive motor of robotic arm, also receive real-time information about related sensor to finish the closed-loop control.

In the course of development, electromagnetic sensor is used for the guidance along the metal line laid under the ground. Magnetic induction sensor is applicable to the obstacle sensor in order to avoid the collision of unexpected obstacles in the track. Similarly landmark sensors also use the magnetic induction sensor that installed in the work station for identification of different station. Moreover, proximity sensor employs a photoelectric sensor to guarantee the manipulator capture process can reach the accurate position and assume that the tray can complete the move of pick and place. Sensors, introduced above, realize the real-time information exchange with PLC. According to the feedback information from sensors, the movement of drive motors can be controlled, which ensure that the main body and the robot arm to complete the necessary actions in accordance with mission requirements.

SOFTWARE OPERATION LOGIC OF THE PLATFORM CONTROL SYSTEM

The hardware system of the platform is under the control of software of PLC and touch screen, which can work together to accomplish the task assigned. The process of its operation logic of the platform control system is generally shown in Fig.3.

According to the process in figure 3, the corresponding program was organized and input to the PLC and touch screen. Consequently, program can run automatically after power supply, then two subdivided driving wheel of the drive unit can rotate in the same direction and speed, the platform can move along the guideline. When the motion of the platform meets the turning track, the platform will stop motion, and then two driving wheels rotate in reverse direction and uniform speed that makes the drive unit change its orientation in the occasion that the main body doesn’t move. When the route direction of turning is consistent with the direction of the driving wheel, the driving wheel will stop rotating and restore the rotation in the same direction and speed, so that the main body can move along the original direction.

In the process of movement, the platform identifies its position with landmark sensor according to the task requirements and procedures. When the indication detects the correct information, platform will stop in the corresponding work station. Later, horizontal and vertical axes in the mechanical arm move to the corresponding position by the proximity sensor. Getting to the designated position, the tray gripper achieves the action of grabbing or placing, and resets after the completion of the operation. A cyclic executive above logic, until the program is finished, the task is completed, platform automatically moves back. It is required that mobile order above the longitudinal movement and transverse movement is analogous to the motion of the tray from the station to the platform. On the contrary, the vertical axis moves in the former. In addition, for whatever state, triggering the obstacle sensor, platform immediately stops running as long as detecting the obstacle.

PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLATFORM AND EXPERIMENT RESEARCH

According to the above design about mechanical structure, hardware framework and software logic, the physical prototype was developed and its 3D model as showed in Fig.4. The figure marks the general composition unit, and the platform is running well at present.

For proving the research, an experiment was carried out in a logistics system layout is shown in figure 5. This system locates in logistics engineering laboratory of Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication (BIGC), which includes four production lines, 1 set of an omni-directional mobile automatic guided logistics platform with robotic arm and metal line for guidance and a storage shelves. In the four production lines, two 3D print productions, one for ink jet printing and one for laser printing.
In Fig. 5, the following code meaning:
WS1: Work Station 1, 3D Printing;
WS2: Work Station 2, 3D Printing;
WS3: Work Station 3, Ink Jet Printing;
WS4: Work Station 4, Laser Printing;
PM1/PM2: Package Machine 1/2;
BM1: Binding Machine 1;
BM2: Binding Machine 2;
CM1-CM4: Coding Machine 1-4;

PM-I/PM-II: Package Machine I, Packaging finally, different with PM1 and PM2;

In this system, the transmission process of finished product from PM-I/PM-II to Storage Shelves is relatively stable, and the route is fixed, so Platform is used to complete this task easily. But, at the same time in the system operation process of four production lines, there may be abnormal phenomena, such as:

i) After printed in WS3 or WS4, the printing need not to be bound, but need for packaging, then code. In this case, the printing is transferred from WS3 or WS4 to PM1 or PM2, and then sent back to the code position CM3 or CM4 of original packaging production line.
ii) The bound printings is coded after package, the printings in BM1 or BM2 will be transfer to PM1 or PM2, and then sent back to the code position CM3 or CM4 of original packaging production line.

iii) If the printings waiting for coded in one of PM1, PM2, BM1 and BM2 overstock, it will be transferred to the code machine in other free positions, then returned to the PM-I or PM-II of original production after coding.

iv) If the printings are overstocked in CM1-CM4, it will be transferred to other packaging machine PM-I or PM-II.

The above situation, requirements in transmission between each production line, it is difficult to meet the requirements for common equipment. So, the flexible platform needs to be used in the above conditions. The platform in this system adopts automatic guided electromagnetic device and run along the metal line underground.

CONCLUSION

Omni-directional mobile automatic guided logistics platform with robotic arm has many advantages: sorting the material handling time greatly, saving working space, improving work efficiency, improving the logistics system's automation and intellectualization. There are beneficial to in-depth study of the problem. On the one hand, the research can be expanded in some aspects, such as path planning, motion flexibility, analysis of the tray's work space, thereby extending the applicability of the platform. On the other hand, the relationship among work environment, tasks and the platform should be studied to build the calculation model and improve the overall performance of logistics system.
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